
GANGSTER ADDISON DIAZ NOW AN
INFORMANT FOR CURACAO JUSTICE
DUTCH PROSECUTORS

Addison Diaz

From a heavy criminal to an informant of
the prosecuting office in Curacao

WILLEMSTAD, DUTCH CARIBBEAN,
CURACAO, January 8, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Addison Diaz now
is an informant for dutch prosecutors in
the justice department in Curacao, for a
long time already while in prison he has
been spying on other criminals that are
jailed. Two cases that are unsolved by
the local justice of Curacao are the ones
that he has been supplying either true or
false information to the authorities. The
deal he made is to cooperate and in
return he will receive reduction of prison time. The problem is that a heavy criminal involved in so
many assassination has many still pending unsolved matters on the streets, and our sources tell us
that to him it doesn't matter if he supplies the authorities false information.

Make a deal with the dutch
prosectors and wipe out all
your list of murders.”

Curacaotimes.com

The prosecuting office in Curacao has not been able to solve
the recent Campo Alegre case and the Hato shooting in depth
and for this reason brought back Addison Diaz from Holland
to be incarcerated back in Curacao among the other criminals
in Bon Futuro. Since he is considered to be a heavy criminal
with a turbulent passed escaping prison, killing his own cousin
and several attempts on a heavy criminal called "Muzo" they

believed it would be simple for other jailed criminals to opened up to him and collect more info for the
prosecuting office of Curacao on other unsolved cases. With recordings done through phones and
declarations in prison made to him true or false he has been supplying information to the dutch
prosecutors for his deal for jail time reduction to be accomplished. This until recently it became
obvious that Addison Diaz was asking too much while in Prison and for this reason he was pulled out
by the Dutch prosecutors and brought back to Holland where he is now jailed in Vught.

Our sources tell us that witnesses will come forward on the killing of the Addison Diaz cousin which
was ordered by Addison himself, where names of to Venezuelan assassins and the gun used
information for this murder will come forward.

It has also been made clear to us that the dutch prosecutors in Curacao are doing these type of deals
more and more with heavy criminals, where jail time is being offered in return of any declaration for
the prosecutors to succeed in closing important cases.
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